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Abstract: Researchers and program developers in medical education presently face the challenge of implementing and evaluating curricula that teach medical students and house staff how to effectively and respectfully deliver health care to the increasingly diverse populations of the United States. Inherent in this challenge is clearly defining educational and training outcomes consistent with this imperative. The traditional notion of competence in clinical training as a detached mastery of a theoretically finite body of knowledge may not be appropriate for this area of physician education. Cultural humility is proposed as a more suitable goal in multicultural medical education. Cultural humility incorporates a lifelong commitment to self-evaluation and self-critique, to redressing the power imbalances in the patient-physician dynamic, and to developing mutually beneficial and nonpaternalistic clinical and advocacy partnerships with communities on behalf of individuals and defined populations.
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The increasing cultural, racial, and ethnic diversity of the United States compels medical educators to train physicians who will skillfully and respectfully negotiate the implications of this diversity in their clinical practice. Simultaneously, increasing attention is being paid to nonfinancial barriers that operate at the level of the physician/patient dynamic. This dynamic is often compromised by various sociocultural mismatches between patients and providers, including providers’ lack of knowledge regarding patients’
health beliefs and life experiences, and providers' unintentional and intentional processes of racism, classism, homophobia, and sexism.¹³

Several recent national mandates calling for innovative approaches to multicultural training of physicians have emerged from various sources. The Pew Health Professions Commission, specifically seeking to give direction to health professions education for the twenty-first century, stated that "cultural sensitivity must be a part of the educational experiences that touches the life of every student."⁴ The Institute of Medicine defines optimal primary care as including "an understanding of the cultural, nutritional and belief systems of patients and communities that may assist or hinder effective health care delivery."⁵

The necessity for multicultural medical education provides researchers and program developers with the challenge of defining and measuring training outcomes and proving that chosen instructional strategies do indeed produce these outcomes. However, in the laudable urgency to implement and evaluate programs that aim to produce cultural competence, one dimension to be avoided is the pitfall of narrowly defining competence in medical training and practice in its traditional sense: an easily demonstrable mastery of a finite body of knowledge, an endpoint evidenced largely by comparative quantitative assessments (i.e., MCATs, pre- and postexams, board certification exams).

Rather, cultural competence in clinical practice is best defined not by a discrete endpoint but as a commitment and active engagement in a lifelong process that individuals enter into on an ongoing basis with patients, communities, colleagues, and with themselves (L. Brown, MPH, Oakland health advocate, personal communication, March 18, 1994). This training outcome, perhaps better described as cultural humility versus cultural competence, actually dovetails several educational initiatives in U.S. physician workforce training as we approach the twenty-first century.⁴⁷ It is a process that requires humility as individuals continually engage in self-reflection and self-critique as lifelong learners and reflective practitioners.¹²⁷ It is a process that requires humility in how physicians bring into check the power imbalances that exist in the dynamics of physician-patient communication by using patient-focused interviewing and care.⁶⁹ And it is a process that requires humility to develop and maintain mutually respectful and dynamic partnerships with communities on behalf of individual patients and communities in the context of community-based clinical and advocacy training models.⁴⁶⁷

Self-reflection and the Lifelong Learner Model

Increasing trainees' knowledge of health beliefs and practices is critically important. For instance, the Cambodian child who comes in with the linear marks of "coinning," a Southeast Asian healing practice, should not be mistaken for the victim of parental child abuse.

To be avoided, however, is the false sense of security in one's training evidenced by the following actual case from our experience: An African American nurse is caring for a middle-aged Latina woman several hours after the patient
had undergone surgery. A Latino physician on a consult service approached
the bedside and, noting the moaning patient, commented to the nurse that the
patient appeared to be in a great deal of postoperative pain. The nurse sum-
marily dismissed his perception, informing him that she took a course in nurs-
ing school in cross-cultural medicine and "knew" that Hispanic patients over-
express "the pain they are feeling." The Latino physician had a difficult time
influencing the perspective of this nurse, who focused on her self-proclaimed
cultural expertise.

This nurse's notion of her own expertise actually stereotyped the patient's
experience, ignored clues (the moaning) to the patient's present reality, and
disregarded the potential resource of a colleague who might (albeit not
necessarily) be able to contribute some relevant cultural insight. The equating
of cultural competence with simply having completed a past series of training
sessions is an inadequate and potentially harmful model of professional
development, as evidenced by this case.

In no way are we discounting the value of knowing as much as possible
about the health care practices of the communities we serve. Rather, it is
imperative that there be a simultaneous process of self-reflection (realistic and
ongoing self-appraisal) and commitment to a lifelong learning process. In this
way, trainees are ideally flexible and humble enough to let go of the false sense
of security that stereotyping brings. They are flexible and humble enough to
assess anew the cultural dimensions of the experiences of each patient. And
finally, they are flexible and humble enough to say that they do not know when
they truly do not know and to search for and access resources that might enhance
immeasurably the care of the patient as well as their future clinical practice.

In a related manner, an isolated increase in knowledge without a conse-
quently change in attitude and behavior is of questionable value. In fact, existing
literature documenting a lack of cultural competence in clinical practice most
reflects not a lack of knowledge but rather the need for a change in practi-
tioners' self-awareness and a change in their attitudes toward diverse pa-
tients.10-13 These data indicate that the prescription of clinical resources from
prevention services to potentially life-saving procedures is often differential,
dependent on the race or ethnicity of the patient. For example, a study in a
university emergency department showed that Latinos were half as likely as
white patients to receive analgesia for the same, usually very painful, long-
bone fractures, regardless of the linguistic capability or insurance status of the
patient.10 A follow-up study in the same institution showed no difference in
physicians' assessment of the level of pain experienced by white and Latino
patients experiencing the same, isolated injury.11 Another study showed that
while African Americans are twice as likely to go blind from progressive
ophthalmologic diseases such as glaucoma, they are half as likely to receive
sight-saving procedures.12 Such disturbing evidence13 from the medical pro-
fession is a sobering reflection of the parallel reality and tragic costs of racism
that persist in American society and that potentially influence every physician.
Clearly, program developers and researchers cannot, in our cultural competency training, simply stimulate a detached, intellectual practice of describing "the other" in the tradition of descriptive medical anthropology. At the heart of this education process should be the provision of intellectual and practical leadership that engages physician trainees in an ongoing, courageous, and honest process of self-critique and self-awareness. Guiding trainees to identify and examine their own patterns of unintentional and intentional racism, classism, and homophobia is essential.\textsuperscript{1,2,14}

One way to initiate such a constructive process is to have trainees think consciously about their own, often ill-defined and multidimensional cultural identities and backgrounds.\textsuperscript{2} In leading trainees into this process of cultivating self-awareness and awareness of the perspectives of others, trainers and program planners have used the following pedagogical approaches with success: small-group discussions; personal journals; availability of constructive professional role models from cultural groups and from the trainee's groups; and videotaping and feedback, including directed introspection of residents' interactions with patients.\textsuperscript{13,15,16} Recognition and respect for others' cultural priorities and practices is facilitated by such initial and ongoing processes that engender self-knowledge.

At the same time and by the same process of self-reflection, awakening trainees to the incredible position of power physicians potentially hold over all patients, particularly the poor, is critical.\textsuperscript{2,9,17} Especially in the context of race, ethnicity, class, linguistic capability, and sexual orientation, physicians must be taught to repeatedly identify and remedy the inappropriate exploitation of this power imbalance in the establishment of treatment priorities and health promotion activities.

Again, humility, and not so much the discrete mastery traditionally implied by the static notion of competence, captures most accurately what researchers need to model and hold programs accountable for evaluating in trainees under the broad scope of multicultural training in medical education.

**Patient-focused interviewing and care**

Embodied in the physician who practices cultural humility is the patient-focused or language-focused interviewing process.\textsuperscript{8,9,18,19} Studies of patient-physician communication have shown a strong bias on the part of physicians against patient-initiated questions and agendas, with physicians in one study initiating over 90 percent of the questions.\textsuperscript{19,20} Another study\textsuperscript{21} demonstrated that although poor and minority patients wanted as much information regarding their conditions as did other patients, they received less information regarding their conditions, less positive or reinforcing speech, and less talk overall.\textsuperscript{5,21}

Patient-focused interviewing uses a less controlling, less authoritative style that signals to the patient that the practitioner values what the patient's agenda and perspectives are, both biomedical and nonbiomedical. With these
communication skills, perhaps along with other specifically cross-cultural interaction techniques,\textsuperscript{5,22,23} physicians potentially create an atmosphere that enables and does not obstruct the patient's telling of his or her own illness or wellness story. This eliminates the need for a complete mastery of every group's health beliefs and other concerns because the patient in the ideal scenario is encouraged to communicate how little or how much culture has to do with that particular clinical encounter.

For example, Ridley\textsuperscript{14} describes the uniqueness of a patient by detailing the patient's "conjoint membership in eight cultural roles:" as a Mexican American, male, father, husband, Catholic, mechanic, night-school student, and resident of East Los Angeles. Only the patient is uniquely qualified to help the physician understand the intersection of race, ethnicity, religion, class, and so on in forming his (the patient's) identity and to clarify the relevance and impact of this intersection on the present illness or wellness experience. Relevant and effective prevention, health promotion, and therapeutic strategies can then be developed that take into account the patient's life priorities, health beliefs, and life stressors. Humility is a prerequisite in this process, as the physician relinquishes the role of expert to the patient, becoming the student of the patient with a conviction and explicit expression of the patient's potential to be a capable and full partner in the therapeutic alliance.

**Community-based care and advocacy**

There is increasing consensus that a substantial portion of physicians' clinical training needs to occur in community sites.\textsuperscript{4,6,24-26} It is argued that training needs to happen in arenas where most physicians will eventually practice, away from the university-based, largely tertiary medical center. Part of this training directive includes a population-based approach to health promotion and disease prevention that works toward the optimal health of communities; that is, health in its broadest sense of physical, mental, and social well-being. Evans\textsuperscript{24} states that "surely a small part of each physician's responsibility should extend beyond the care of individual patients to the advocacy for changes in the community's policies and practices that influence determinants of health, causes of disease, and the effectiveness of health services."

Competency in advocacy is actually mandated by the American Academy of Pediatrics as a skill to be acquired during pediatric residency. This professional skill is to be taught by way of "structured educational experiences that prepare residents for their future role as advocates for the health of all children... with particular attention to underserved populations."

It is hoped that community-based care and advocacy training would go beyond working with community physicians and even beyond training in legislative advocacy to include systematically and methodically immersing trainees in mutually beneficial, nonpaternalistic, and respectful working relationships with community members and organizations. Experiencing with the community the factors at play in defining health priorities, research
activities, and community-informed advocacy activities requires that the physician trainee recognize that foci of expertise with regard to health can indeed reside outside of the academic medical center and even outside of the practice of Western medicine. Competence, thus, again becomes best illustrated by humility, as physician trainees learn to identify, believe in, and build on the assets and adaptive strengths of communities and their often disenfranchised members. Requiring ongoing self-reflection and a parallel notion of patient-(community-) focused interactions, the possibility then exists for planning, practice, and advocacy in community health work in which physicians and physician trainees are both effective students of and partners with the community.

**Institutional consistency**

The same processes expected to affect change in physician trainees should simultaneously exist in the institutions whose agenda is to develop cultural competence through educational programs. Self-reflection and self-critique at the institutional level is required, encompassing honest, thorough, and ongoing responses to the following questions: What is the demographic profile of the faculty? Is the faculty composition inclusive of members from diverse cultural, racial, ethnic, and sexual orientation backgrounds? Are faculty members required to undergo multicultural training as are the youngest students of the profession? Does the institutional ethos support inclusion and respectful, substantive discussions of the clinical implications of difference? What institutional processes contradict or obstruct the lessons taught and learned in a multicultural curriculum (i.e., if it is taught that practitioners should not use children or other family members as translators, does the institution provide an accessible alternative?)? What is the history of the health care institution with the surrounding community? And what present model of relationship between the institution and the community is seen by trainees?

Time-limited and explicit educational goals are one dimension of demonstrated institutional cultural competence. For instance, developing a written plan of faculty recruitment and/or curricular development to be in place by a designated date could be a point to which the community and/or other external entities hold the institution publicly accountable with regard to issues of race, ethnicity, language, culture, sexual orientation, and class in health care.

**Summary of the challenge to medical education researchers**

The emphasis on demonstration of process as opposed to endpoint is not meant to imply that training outcomes in cultural competence programs cannot be measured or monitored. Capturing the characteristic of cultural humility in individuals and institutions is possible, especially with mixed methodologies that use qualitative methods (including participant observation, key informant interviews, trainees’ journals, and mechanisms for com-
munity feedback)\textsuperscript{27-30} and action research models\textsuperscript{31,32} to complement traditional quantitative assessments (pre- and postknowledge tests, patient and trainee surveys)\textsuperscript{27-30} of program effectiveness. A potentially valuable measure is the documentation of an active, ongoing institutional process that includes training, established recruitment and retention processes, identifiable and funded personnel to facilitate the meeting of program goals, and dynamic feedback loops between the institution and its employees and between the institution and patients and/or other members from the surrounding community.

This is not to say that the measurement of individuals' or institutions' cultural competence is a well-developed area of research. Witness this present discussion on defining training outcomes. Indeed, the definition and measurement of program effectiveness in producing cultural competence is a relatively new arena of inquiry in need of careful and attentive intellectual leadership. Nonetheless, acknowledging the necessity for creativity in a program's development and evaluation stages will help avoid the pitfall of adopting the status quo in documenting clinical competence.

**Conclusion**

In this critically important dialogue of defining training outcomes, it is proposed that the notion of cultural humility be distinguished from that of cultural competence. Cultural humility incorporates a lifelong commitment to self-evaluation and critique, to redressing the power imbalances in the physician-patient dynamic, and to developing mutually beneficial and non-paternalistic partnerships with communities on behalf of individuals and defined populations.
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